Whether proteins or nucleic acids were responsible for the emergence of life has been debated for a long time. Taking the observation that families of proteins display a remarkable invariance of their amino acid sequence around critical regions, such as active/binding sites, even though these proteins may represent considerable evolutionary diversity, as the naturally provided evidence of evolutionary selection of a working system, the idea is developed th a t:
Introduction
It has become almost customary, in certain scientific quarters, to consider life as the evidence for an act of God. Some scientists even go as far as stating that the emergence of life can only be con ceived as a result of a lucky accident. A typical example of this attitude is seen in a book entitled " Science of Life" , by the prom inent experimentalist Weiss who writes " In stressing the indispensable existence of those ultimate prerequisites of p rim or dial life, I anticipate the inescapable conclusion that life, as we know it, cannot possibly have de veloped gradually in consecutive steps, but must have come about in a m ajor cataclysm" J. In other words Weiss is saying that, since there is so much complex interdependence in living cells now, this interdependence must have been created at the very beginning, because such a complex interdependence could never have evolved from simpler states. Theoretical considerations, however, make such a "lucky accident" inconceivable because the pro b a bility of its happening is low enough to be taken as impossible -10-510 -2.
Against this background it is quite reasonable to ask the question: " Is the phenomenon called life indeed so incomprehensible that it could only ap pear as a result of an act of God or is it possible to analyze it scientifically and to draws some reason able conclusions?"
The ever increasing wealth of knowledge in bio chemistry and molecular biology makes one rather optimistic that a positive answer can be given to this question. This optimism stems particularly from the series of observations on the complicated phenomenon called morphogenesis whereby complex macromolecules tend to organize themselves, spon taneously, so that ruptured membranes are re paired, functional particles such as viruses and or ganelles such as ribosomes are formed. This op timism is further reinforced by the demonstration that the folding of proteins depends solely on their amino acid sequences and again occurs sponta neously 3.
If furtherm ore, one is able to find:
1) the existence of simpler forms of life today; 2) phenomena which could explain how living or ganisms might have evolved more complicated proteins, and 3) ways to extrapolate towards mechanisms through which first macromolecules and still simpler forms of "life" might have been formed, and perform simulation experiments to test the various conclusions drawn and hypotheses formulated and obtain supporting evidence to certain steps in these hypotheses, then this op timisms will be justified still further.
Mycoplasma fulfill the first requirement, as has been described by Morowitz, which have about 600 proteins that perform all of the functions needed for their existence 4. There is no reason to believe that still simpler forms cannot be discovered yet or that they might not have existed earlier.
Gene duplication and crossing over are two phenomena, which have been described in detail, to account for many genetic experimental observations. Gene duplication can also explain how, during evo lution, larger and more complex molecules could have formed rather sim ply5-7. There is even a sug gestion that gene duplication might have been in volved in the appearance of allosterism 8.
Our own studies on amino acid homologies found among ancestrally unrelated proteins have led us to postulate that prim ordial protein-like molecules were formed, through hierarchical assembly, to larger and larger polypeptides, from a finite number of prim ordial peptides. We believe that the conden sation between two peptides or more correctly which two peptides did condense with each other, was influenced prim arily by the interaction among the term inal and penultimate amino acids and to a lesser degree by the interactions among internal amino acids of the two peptides and hence was to a certain extent nonrandom. The hierarchical as sembly was also suggested by Simon based on theo retical considerations9. We also had stated earlier that it should be possible to discern what 'these prim ordial peptides were, from the homologies we observed and named "subsequences" 10~12. More recently we also found similar subsequences within t-RNA molecules, about 1/8 th the length of the entire molecule, which we believe were the p ri m ordial oligonucleotides from which the t-RNA molecules finally evolved13. This last observation makes it likely that hierarchical assembly may have been the universal method for the formation of all macromolecules under prim ordial circum stances. Together with the results of the simulation experiments, obtained by many g ro u p s14-16 these observations suggest how the earliest cells might have been formed.
In this communication I shall attempt to describe how this might have occured and will propose a model for the emergence of the first "successfull cell" . D ev elo p m en t of th e B ackground fo r th e M odel A living cell can be likened to a large manufac turing plant, an assembly line, highly integrated and compartmentalized, which extracts energy from certain extraneous molecules, known collectively as " nutrients" , and utilizes this energy for the pro duction of cellular components needed for cell division, following what may be called "growth" of the cell. Energy is also used for the production, breakdown and modification of special molecules which control various activities essential for higher organisms.
The only difference or shortcoming of a machine, in this comparison, is its inability to reproduce it self, even though self reproducing machinesautomata -are regularly treated in computer science. Indeed the reason why an automaton can not physically reproduce itself, at the present, is due to an inability to pack all of the disparate m anufacturing steps into a reasonably small volume and because of the enormous financial outlay re quired to realize this goal.
Regardless of this difficulty, a comparison be tween a cell and a self reproducing machine can help one to understand the structure and function of cellular components. Thus like a working as sembly line which needs functional machines, cells must have, in order to live or survive, components which perform certain operations -movement of chromatids, contraction of muscles, etc. -as well as processes or reactions -oxidative phosphoryla tion, photosynthesis, etc. -. We know, today that these components are represented by biologically active proteins and they constitute the "hardware" of cells, borrowing a term from the computer science. Even though there are some proteins known as the " structural proteins" , the fact remains that all proteins do contribute to the cellular structure and that the so called structural proteins, or cer tain portions of their structure, may not have some catalytic or other biological activity, at least some time during the life cycle of a cell, cannot be dismissed categorically 17,18. Unless the laws of chemistry have changed during the last four billion years, which is not very likely 19, 20, we are forced to conclude that proteins, more precisely biologically active protein-like mole cules -proteinoids -, had to have been present in the prim ordial oceans for the first "living cell" to have evolved or to have been created, by an act of God. Which of these alternatives had been re sponsible for the emergence of the first cell is clearly irrelevant, in comparison with the undeniable fact that protein had to have been there! There is indeed supporting evidence for this view which is found by going back, from the present, to two to three billion years ago and it presents itself as a striking similarity among proteins th at perform the same task and that are known as a protein family. Chemi cally this relatedness is seen most clearly when p ro teins are aligned as seen in Atlas of Protein Se quence and Structure 21. When amino acid sequences of such similar proteins, such as serine proteases, cytochromes c, etc. are compared, one finds a re markable invariance of amino acids at certain positions along the chain. These positions, known as the critical regions, correspond usually to active/ binding sites, etc. of biologically active proteins, and had to be preserved because the activity of these proteins depend on those amino acids being what they are. This observation tells us that when a molecule was arrived at, during evolution, which could successfully execute an operation, no matter how slowly and nonspecifically, then, that molecule was not altered. In evolutionary terms this means that " successful molecules were selected against others less capable of perform ing that same reac tion" . This may have occured, for example, by the more active hydrolytic enzymes degrading the lesser active ones, giving rise to the phenomenon of the "survival of the fittest" to take place even at the sub-or pre-cellular level, as was suggested by Oparin 22 . Thus extrapolating toward the past, it is quite reasonable to assume th at the prim ordial "protocells" had some of the same enzymatic ac tivities that we have in more highly evolved cells/ organisms, today. Naturally these proteinoids would have lower catalytic activity with very low selectivi ty; both the increase in selectivity and efficiency evolving gradually. The amino acid changes which are observed along the amino acid sequence of the members of a protein family represent, most proba bly, the consequences of evolution whereby new species were created 2a' 24.
In summary, it can unequivocally be stated that among the inform ational macromolecules proteins play the m ost significant role in a cell today, as they d id under prim ordial conditions, for the first cell to emerge! A comparison of viruses, isolated nuclei and DNA with enucleated cells demonstrates this point: A virus is nothing but a nucleoprotein molecule which is utterly useless without a cell to act in. E rythro cytes and enucleoted protozoa can function per fectly well for long periods, without their nuclei. On the other hand a nucleus removed from its cyto plasm as well as DNA isolated from a nucleus are bound to deteriorate very rapidly.
Most texts dealing with chemical evolution give three possibilities under which life could have evolved:
1) Life based on protein-like molecules having been the first and essential macromolecules, 2) Life based on nucleic acids having been the first macromolecules, and 3) life based on coevolution of proteins with nucleic acids.
So far, discussion presented above clearly favors the first alternative, by demonstrating that proteins had to be the first informational macromolecules present in the prim ordial oceans if a successful cell were to emerge at all.
This latter statement is supported by the results of many simulation experiments: that amino acids, when heated under hypohydrous conditions, give rise to proteinoids 25 with nonrandom sequence due to selective amino acid side chain interactions26; that amino acids can yield smaller peptides also in aqueous solution27; that proteinoid solutions, when left to stand, produce cell like structures, about 2 /um in diameter, known as microspheres, which multiply by budding, cell division, which show bilam inar membrane like structure under electron m icroscope28; that by repeated freezing and thaw ing microspheres could be converted to a state resembling coacervate droplets29 and most impor tantly, that proteinoids were demonstrated to pos sess many enzymatic activities 30.
Because of the regularities found in their amino acid sequence -alternating hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino acids -some proteinoids might have been the forerunners of present day ß sheets31. I propose that these protenoids were the ones which formed the microspheres.
Where do nucleic acids, particularly DNA, fit in this picture? The prim ary function of cellular DNA is the preservation of organismic identity and storage of information needed for the production of the multitude of proteins and other macromole cules needed for the day to day activities of cells. Because of the need for biologically active protein like molecules to have been present before the first cell emerged, as described above, DNA molecule ought ta have evolved after the formation of these bio logically active proteinoids. This statement is simply due to the fact that unless biologically active molecules were components of a "living cell" which had to reproduce itself, they need not have been reproduced exactly and hence there was no need to store that inform ation! One can also ask here, why is the DNA of a cell such a gigantic molecule, while all the proteins it codes for can fit into a much smaller volume? The answer lies in the fact that the greatest concern for a cell is to have an error-free replication mechanism. This was achieved by decreasing the number of elements used in the formation of DNA, during evolution, and as we know now, an optimum number for this purpose was reached in two complementary base pairs 23. Even this, however, cannot afford an absolutely error-free replication 32 and a comparison of melting points or Cot data of normal DNA with poly (d/4'dT1 ) or poly A /dA ■ poly dT support this id e a 33. Naturally a decrease in the number of build ing blocks occured at the expense of information den sity, leading to one dimensional expression as op posed to the three dimensional expression of in form ation by proteins 23. This resulted in enormous ly large molecules.
A corollary of this discussion is that DNA mole cule could not have evolved before the formation of biologically active proteinoids confined to a "cell" .
This does not mean, though, that DNA-like but much smaller and single stranded oligo(deoxy)ribo nucleotides might not have been formed in the p ri m ordial oceans, even though simulation experi ments make this event very unlikely, because so far no satisfactory way was found to account for the form ation of nucleosides 34. What it really means is that any nucleic acid molecule, which was destined to become the genetic material -memory tape or software -for a living cell, had to form within the "protocells" in such a way that it possessed the inform ation contained within the amino acid se quence of biologically active proteinoids. As will be demonstrated below, this could only have hap pened, if the nucleic acid molecules were synthesized on a proteinoid template. Even though this may sound like a heretical statement, any other nucleic acid molecule whose base sequence did not cor respond to the amino acid sequence of a single bio logically active proteinoid molecule would be an utterly useless polymer. Since no oligonucleotide has been shown to possess any enzymatic activity, the internucleotide bond formation had to be under the influence of water scavenger molecules such as dicyanamide or HCN, but how could the replicated strands separate, without help from a preformed and highly specialized protein is a question begging for an answer. Furtherm ore, before one can even begin to think of internucleotide bond formation, one has to worry about the formation of nucleosides and phosphorylation of the nucleo sides at the correct position -either 5r or 3' -consistently. The first oligonucleotides, however, were most probably formed from nucleosidemonophosphates and the emergence of higher phosphate precursors corresponds to a later stage in the evolu tion, when oxidation of ingested metabolites fu r nished the energy for cells and when this energy could be trapped internally (see the model, below).
Probability of a N ucleic Acid to Have the Correct Base Sequence to Y ield a Biologically A ctive Protein
Is it possible for a single nucleic acid molecule, small enough to code for one biologically active protein, to form by chance, in such a way that its base sequence would correspond to the amino acid sequence of that particular protein?
The likelihood of this event can be calculated, very simply, for a 100 amino acid long protein, sim ilar to cytochrome c. The probability of a unique, biolagically active, 100 amino acid long protein, to form from 20 amino acids, is: pP = 20-100 = 7.9 x 10~131 . The probability for a nucleic acid molecule, having a unique base sequence and 300 nucleotides long, to form from 4 different nucleotides, is: P n a = 4 -300 = 2.4 x 10-181.
The probability for such a unique nucleic acid molecule to have a base sequence which could yield a unique and biologically active protein molecule, as the one mentioned above, is, because these two events are totally independent of each other, the product of the two probabilities calculated above: It is obvious that it is highly improbable to have such a small nucleic acid molecule whose sequence can yield one small, biologically active protein, by chance. It is still more highly improbable, more cor rectly impossible, to have a larger nucleic acid molecule which could have the correct base sequence to code for more than one biologically active pro tein, certainly needed for a living cell! Thus, this discussion lays to rest the claims that nucleic acids were the first inform ational m acro molecules involved in the emergence of " life" by eliminating erroneous arguments and underlining the critical issue here: The question is not whether or not nucleic acid molecules could have been formed first or whether they could replicate them selves without help from a preformed proteinoid. The critical issue is the im possibility for any nucleic acid form ed, by chance, to possess the cor rect base sequence corresponding to a single b io logically active protein, unless it was form ed on such a protein template.
Some time ago a third alternative was proposed, as a reconciliatory idea, in this context: that pro teins and nucleic acids could have evolved sim ul taneously35, 36. Fox, too, has included this idea in his model for the emergence of protocells 37, 38. I am now going to demonstrate that this third alternative is nothing but a special case of the first alternative discussed above:
Coevolution could occur, if and only if, amino acids and nucleotides -one to one or one to three, respectively -could selectively interact with each other. I personally believe that not only is this interaction possible but that it actually took place during the formation of nucleic acids on proteinoid templates. More correctly, such an interaction must have occured between preformed peptides and three nucleotides, as suggested by the model building studies of Lacey and P r u itt39. Woese had also p ro duced indirect experimental evidence for such inter actions 40" 41. This again suggests that internucleo tide bond formation, using di-and triphosphates of nucleosides, was a much later development during evolution. At the beginning mononucleotides could have been condensed, after they aligned themselves "correctly" along a peptide template, which was in a helical conformation. I wonder whether nucleoside formation itself might not have been facilitated by an alignment of bases and sugars against a peptide.
Since amino acids were shown to react pref erentially, to yield nonrandom sequences 26, a reac tion which was responsible for the form ation of biologically active proteinoids30, without any help from nucleic acids, -while no such selective inter action is known to occur among the four nucleoside bases -the coevolution idea still requires some preferential interaction in order to yield biological ly active proteinoids. And this interaction, indeed the only one we know, occurs among amino acids and is driven by the side chain interactions. Thus coevolution, whether or not it really occured, is only a special case of the first alternative which states that proteinoids were responsible for the emergence of life.
T he M odel
The amino acids, formed under the impact of various forms of energy on a mixture of simple gases, were condensed either in solution by water scavengers such as HCN, dicyandiamide, etc., or under hypohydrous conditions on lava hot plates, to small polypeptides. Because of the preferential amino acid side chain interactions, there were only a finite num ber of these peptides produced n . These peptides condensed with each other, in various com binations, this reaction also being influenced by the preferential side chain interactions of terminal and penultimate amino acids of the peptides, to yield a large num ber of still nonrandomly combined poly peptides. These larger polypeptides also interacted, under sim ilar conditions, to give still larger poly peptides. Some of these larger polypeptides ex hibited weak hydrolytic and other enzymatic ac tivities. The hydrolytic peptides began to degrade other peptides that did not have as strong an activity themselves. Even though this degradation might have occurred very inefficiently, considering the long time available to them, it must have resulted in extensive destruction of many proteinoids and a selection for the active ones. The degradation products -smaller peptides -might have been used in the production of other proteinoids, in the same hierarchical way. Those peptides that pos sessed alternating hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino acids started to aggregate and form the microspheres. Sometimes enzymatically active pep tides were trapped either on the outside of the microsphere surfaces or within the microspheres or both. The microspheres having proteolitic activity on the surface, could destroy others and utilize their contents for their own growth. Degradation products of those microspheres thus became the "nutrients" of the attacking cells. Those enzymes which were trapped inside the microspheres helped the growth of those cells in a way similar to coacervate droplets 42. It was already pointed out, be fore, that microspheres could be converted to a coacervate-like state by certain treatments that could have taken place under primordial conditions29. Thus up to this stage one does not even have to have "life" for the growth and competition of the suc cessful microspheres! Hence there was also no need to have a definite identity, either.
Over eons some microspheres did acquire pep tides whose activities complemented each other so that a series of reactions could be executed. Because amino acid sequence alone controls the folding of a protein into its characteristic three dimensional structure and also because proteins which perform the same reaction have homology among themselves, it is quite clear that they would fold into similar three dimensional structures 43~45. Since the active site of an enzyme which is responsible for its catalytic activity consists of a few amino acids, which themselves are part of the amino acid sequence of the protein, situated in a critical three dimen sional geometry, proteins belonging to the same family should have the amino acids forming their active sites within peptides which are homologuous among themselves 21" 46. Starting with a finite num ber of peptides which react preferentially among themselves, many proteinoids would form in which the order of some of the primordial peptides -sub sequences -would be the same. In other words, in many proteinoids, a few subsequences would fol low each other in a particular order, but not neces sarily at the same position along the amino acid sequence of all proteinoids. Of these proteinoids, those that have similar overall folding, despite dif ferences in their size, will show homology along certain portions of their sequences. If the homolo guous regions represent active site fragments of those proteins, they would perform the same reac tion with differing facility. This is why, for instance, there is, in E. coli, a protein which cross-reacts with antiserum prepared against wild type /9-galactosidase. The evolution of a new enzyme with ß-galactosidase activity -Ebg, evolved beta galactosidase -in the laboratory, from a progenitor protein molecule, in a E. coli mutant with a deletion of /?-galactosidase gene 47,48, too, occurs because the progenitor molecule is capable of binding lactose49 and most probably has a similar three dimensional structure50. Thus there are three known, and perhaps a few still to be discovered, proteins in E. coli, that can bind to lactose and have similar three dimensional folding. Of these, the one whose three dimensional structure was closest to wild type galaotosidase was converted to Ebg.
Many of the small molecule were being degraded, within the microspheres, by active proteinoids, all along. In some cells, the energy released during this breakdown could be trapped by the formation of high energy bonds, because nucleoside monophos phates and phosphate ions or acetate and phosphate ions happened to be within close proximity of the degradation site. These high energy compounds could have been protected by binding to basic proteinoids. It may even have been possible to have anhydride or thioester type high energy bonds to have formed on amino acid side chains belonging to some proteinoids. This trapped energy could oc casionally be released to drive some other reaction, inside the microspheres, again by some small mole cules streaming close by the high energy bonds. The proteinoid protecting the high energy compounds could also conceivably be moving freely inside the microspheres, prior to the emergence of protective barriers -compartmentalization -and bringing the high energy bonds to a potential reaction site, where two molecules with potential to react were present. A basic proteinoid could also act as a matrix to help concentrate various acidic molecules which could later react. Small structural fluctuations occuring within the proteinoid molecule could bring the reactants and high energy compounds together. Again microspheres showing the ability to utilize the energy released during breakdown of other molecules have a selective advantage over others that cannot perform the same reaction. As the exo genous nutrient molecules began to be depleted by these competing sub-living cells, those microspheres which happened to have certain proteinoids on their "membranes" that showed some affinity toward one of those nutrients, began to evolve another selective advantage, over others which had to rely on diffusion alone. This modest beginning of transport phenomenon also meant that undesir able or harmful molecules had greater difficulty in entering such cells. I would suggest that the first successful living cell did not appear until most of the exogenous nutrients were depleted.
Throughout this period the nucleic acid compo nents -bases, sugars, phosphate ions -were continuously being taken up and released through simple diffusion. In some microspheres nucleosides were formed from the bases and sugars aligned along certain peptides and released. Some of the released nucleosides diffused outside the micro spheres while others were phosphorylated within them and occasionally bound again to the peptides and were condensed to give short copies of the amino acid sequences of the peptides to which they were bound. The accuracy of translation was not very high and depended upon the degree of selec tivity of the amino acid-nucleotide interactions. In cidentally, a comparison of amino acid side chain structural characteristics with code words yields some interesting rules (Erhan and Rasco, un published observations).
Some of the oligonucleotides having the informa tion of amino acid sequence of proteinoids might have condensed in various combinations after being released from the proteinoids, giving rise to various recombinants, some of which possessing greater activity or specificity than the original proteinoids. Some of the peptides might have condensed to larger peptides posessing two enzymatic activity. Nucleic acids formed from them would be "multicistronic" . Earliest nucleic acids were most prob ably single stranded ribonucleic acids, protected by association with basic proteinoids. The evolution of redundancy of nucleic acid sequences and double strandedness to increase stability and to protect against errors occured after the first cells came about, probably in a similar way described about MDV-1 phage RNA51, the last step being the sub stitution of deoxyribose as an added precautionary measure. The presence of nucleic acids within the microspheres so necessitated a greater compartmentalization to protect them.
